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Abstract. This work describes the application of semantic web standards to data quality governance of data production pipelines
in the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) domain for Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi). It illustrates a new approach
to data quality governance based on establishing a unified knowledge graph for data quality measurements across a complex,
heterogeneous, quality-centric data production pipeline. It provides the first comprehensive formal mappings between semantic
models of data quality dimensions defined by the four International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) data quality standards applied by different tools and stakeholders. It provides an approach to uplift
rule-based data quality reports into quality metrics suitable for aggregation and end-to-end analysis. Current industrial practice
tends towards stove-piped, vendor-specific and domain-dependent tools to process data quality observations however there is a
lack of open techniques and methodologies for combining quality measurements derived from different data quality standards
to provide end-to-end data quality reporting, root cause analysis or visualization. This work demonstrated that it is effective to
use a knowledge graph and semantic web standards to unify distributed data quality monitoring in an organization and present
the results in an end-to-end data dashboard in a data quality standards-agnostic fashion for the Ordnance Survey Ireland data
publishing pipeline.

Keywords: Geospatial Linked Data, Data Quality, Data Governance

1. Introduction

Architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC)
industries have transformed recently with a rising
number of impact areas such as Building Informa-
tion Modelling (BIM), smart construction, smart cities

*Corresponding author. E-mail: beyza.yaman@adaptcentre.ie.

and digital twin applications. Digital technologies now
play a significant role in the way the products are de-
signed, modelled and maintained due to its benefits
such as ease of usage, powerful design, sustainability
and data sharing within different domains.

With the advancements in technology and require-
ments from the industry, AEC systems are evolving to
more automated and interchangeable management of
data, such as, Industry 4.0 communications among het-
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erogeneous industrial assets [42] sustainable buildings
for environment-friendly construction structures [20],
sensors embedded smart city applications [22]. There
is a common feature of all these systems that these
applications need unification of high quality geospa-
tial data, computer methods and domain knowledge to
provide high quality results for the queries or decision
support systems [22].

Given this, the structured and interlinked character-
istics of Semantic Web technology can lay the foun-
dations for seamless integration of different knowl-
edge domains into the AEC domain such as geospa-
tial information systems (GIS), built systems, and en-
ergy performance systems [35]. In addition, current
AEC standardization efforts have promoted interoper-
ability using Linked Open Data (LOD). This has al-
lowed location-based AEC applications to gain more
prominence in the domain by incorporating geospatial
semantics into the data.

Geospatial information systems have long been con-
sidered high-value resources for different domains due
to their rich semantics. Geospatial Linked Data (GLD)
has been even more crucial with the rise of knowledge
graphs. However, the process of producing and trans-
forming GLD is prone to errors1 and high demands are
placed on data quality [7]. Thus, effective data gov-
ernance mechanisms are required for the management
and tracking of data quality during data production
processes [24].

However currently most organisations have imma-
ture data governance capabilities [6]. A key organisa-
tional deficit is the lack of comprehensive data gover-
nance metadata describing data production. This is in
part due to the diversity of data standards developed
by organisations like the ISO. A practice rooted in the
previous segregation of application domains like GIS
that now must form part of an integrated AEC data
ecosystem. Diversity of standards and segregated ap-
plication domains have led to siloed data storage, data
management tools and a lack of end-to-end toolchains
for functions like data quality that must span the pro-
duction pipeline and lifecycle for effective monitoring,
root cause analysis and reporting. This is compounded
by the fact that geospatial data typically have very
complex, multi-stage data production pipelines depen-
dent on a variety of remote sensing technologies, syn-
thesis of a document or record-oriented environmental,

1http://svn.aksw.org/projects/GeoKnow/Public/D3.5.1_Initial_
Report_On_Spatial_Data_Quality_Assessment.pdf

local government and legal information, data transfor-
mations into entity-oriented representations, and con-
version or summarisation for regional or application-
oriented consumption. As more sources, tools and con-
sumers are added to the pipeline, so the diversity of
data quality governance needs grows. The provenance
of this data becomes even more critical to track. In this
environment, manual or isolated data quality solutions
become increasingly inefficient so it is critical to de-
veloping standards-oriented, automated approaches to
manage the quality of data in a production pipeline.
Despite this need, there is a lack of open, standard-
ised data governance metadata models to address this
challenge. Tool or platform vendors instead provide
point solutions with specialised data governance com-
panies providing expensive, proprietary data gover-
nance metadata models and bespoke data ingestion
tools.

Taking into account the above challenges, this paper
investigates the research question “To what extent can
semantic web-based methods and tools provide effec-
tive data quality governance metadata models for end-
to-end production of geospatial data?".

In order to solve this problem, we propose the
LinkedDataOps approach [45] to create a compre-
hensive, consistent, multi-standards data governance
metadata model of data quality in a complex, heteroge-
neous data production pipeline including both seman-
tic web and non-semantic web tools, datasets and data
stores. This enables the creation of end-to-end data
quality monitoring and analysis processes and tools
to ensure the consistent operations of data production
pipelines. Semantic Web tools and vocabularies are
employed to achieve this goal due to their strengths in
merging data from multiple perspectives, uplifting or
transforming data from varied formats and providing a
set of standard vocabularies suitable to cover the data
governance decision domains of quality, life cycle, ac-
cess, and metadata [28].

The contributions of this paper are that i) It defines a
semantics and standards-based approach for data gov-
ernance of knowledge graph production, especially for
geospatial information systems. This is based on us-
ing data quality dimension mappings, provenance and
dataset descriptions to create a unified data quality
graph of a data production pipeline. This graph can
merge quality assessments from heterogeneous tools
and report the results according to all major geospa-
tial quality standards. This is the first data governance
metadata model to provide a comprehensive align-
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ment2 of the geospatial data quality standards and
data quality dimensions spanning ISO, W3C and Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards and to de-
scribe them in a graph based on Dataset Quality Ontol-
ogy (daQ). ii) A set of supporting metrics for Geospa-
tial Linked Data standards compliance are proposed3.
iii) Capture of measurement context is supported by
the definition of a data lineage model of the datasets
in the pipeline based on the PROV-O4 and DCAT5

standards and United Nations Global Geospatial In-
formation Management (UN-GGIM) data classifica-
tion scheme6. This combined model enables the col-
lection, aggregation, transformation and querying of
previously siloed quality metrics at any stage of the
data production pipeline in terms of any geospatial
data quality standards. iv) A prototype open source
data quality dashboard7 was developed to demonstrate
these features. This paper validates the approach by
applying it in an industrial geospatial data production
pipeline in OSi. The model was applied using R2RML
to generate data governance metadata unifying diverse
quality measurements from the graph and relational
databases, commercial and open source quality assess-
ment tools8, and a machine readable description of
the OSi data production pipeline. Data quality reports
were developed for multiple stakeholders. We docu-
ment the lessons learned from this process.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the OSi use case, and Section 3
summarizes the related work containing data quality
standards and tools as well as the R2RML mapping
language. Section 4 discusses the unified data qual-
ity knowledge graph approach including key concepts,
data quality assessment uplift and alignment among
standards, data quality metrics, data lineage and data
quality dashboard. We present the evaluation based
on a case study and results in Section 5 followed by
lessons learned in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and
future work are discussed in Section 7.

2https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/OrdnanceSurveyIreland-OSi/
StandardsMappings.git

3https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/OrdnanceSurveyIreland-OSi/
StandardGeospatialQualityMetrics.git

4https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
5https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat-2/
6https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/OrdnanceSurveyIreland-OSi/

DataCatalog.git
7https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/OrdnanceSurveyIreland-OSi/

OSiDashboard.git
8https://opengogs.adaptcentre.ie/OrdnanceSurveyIreland-OSi/

R2RMLmappings.git

2. Use Case : OSi Data Production Pipeline

OSi is the national mapping agency of Ireland and
it manages the national geospatial digital infrastruc-
ture. National mapping agencies such as OSi are now
geospatial data publishers more than cartographic in-
stitutions. OSi produces data for planning, construc-
tion and engineering purposes which provides a de-
tailed dataset of roads, rivers, buildings and other spa-
tial features which might be found on a map. These
maps are used for different occasions including emer-
gency situations. Hence street furniture like lampposts
and bollards are represented as spatial features and the
lifecycle of every spatial feature is tracked over time
to support real-time planning of emergency response.
Government departments and public-sector bodies un-
der the National Mapping Agreement (NMA) (an Irish
agreement) have unrestricted access to most of OSi’s
geospatial data. Departments can request access to
other datasets such as buildings and infrastructure [31].
This increasing, interconnected demand on the na-
tional geospatial data assets is relevant in every coun-
try [44].

The OSi data pipeline (Fig. 1). encompasses a range
of surveying and data capture systems, image pro-
cessing and feature extraction in the Geospatial Man-
agement System (GMS), conversion to the PRIME2
object-oriented spatial model of over 50 million spa-
tial objects tracked in time and provenance, conversion
to the multi-resolution data source datasets (MRDS)
for preparation of data for cartographic products at a
wide range of scales or onto other data sales and distri-
bution channels such as Irish Geospatial Linked Data
usually available9 through data.geohive.ie [17, 31]. All
of these services run on a state of the art Oracle Spa-
tial and Graph installation that supports both relational
and RDF models using dedicated exadata hardware.

The data in the OSi data production pipeline comes
from many government agencies 6 as well as the OSi
survey teams and it is heterogeneous in terms of for-
mats, transformations, and versions. For example the
Galway city data is sourced from: i) the earlier Prime1
national dataset as cartographic images ii) 5-year Na-
tional aerial surveys using LIDAR photogrammetry
to generate pointclouds iii) OSi survey teams on the
ground re-capturing local changes and storing them
in PRIME2 directly iv) archaeology relational data
from the national moment service v) political bound-

9At the time of writing, this service was disabled due to the high
global risk of cyber attack
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aries from the national boundaries geospatial polygon
dataset vi) documentation and CSV data from local
county councils and other sources such as Sports Ire-
land.

As seen in Fig. 1 the Galway data enters the sys-
tem at the GMS or directly into Prime2. To enter Prime
2 all data (images, pointclouds, documents, CSV, re-
lational) is transformed into an object-oriented spa-
tial model in the Oracle Spatial and Graph platform.
From Prime2 the data is transformed into the MRDS
(Multi-Resolution Data Store) that contains the first
verified and standardised datasets that are available to
customers. This is a report-oriented datastore and thus
contains a simplified relational structure like a data
warehouse ("Core" in Fig. 1)). A feature of this store is
that it contains the logic to generate three views of the
data (National, Regional and Local) that are suitable
for automated cartographic generation and printing.
In addition to typical data aggregation techniques this
transformations require selective merging of geospa-
tial entities at different scales or resolutions (e.g. high
resolution views show individual buildings by lower
resolution shows an urban area). This is all treated at
a geospatial entity level and is subject to quality as-
sessment. Finally the data is transformed to customer-
facing interfaces such as the online OSi Map Store or
Irish National Linked Data resources. Again quality
checks are necessary after these transformations. OSi
has independent field survey teams perform sampling-
based quality analysis of the accuracy of its data prod-
ucts. Then additional quality feedback for products is
sourced from customer service desks and complaints.

The data requires multi-dimensional, diverse qual-
ity measures in order to meet the needs of stakehold-
ers, making the process of reporting data quality and
providing effective data management in this dynamic
environment more difficult. Each stakeholder monitors
a specific set of user-oriented aspects of quality (qual-
ity dimensions) or sometimes even specific data qual-
ity metrics for the subset of the data they are interested
in. In addition, standardization conformance is a crit-
ical aspect of data quality that must be reported upon
to stakeholders. Despite this, there is a lack of tools
and metrics that specifically address the standards con-
formance of geospatial data. Internally, the diversity of
tools, platforms and stakeholders acting on the pipeline
(often in a domain-specific fashion, for example, data
capture and processing of aerial photogrammetry) and
the numerous, changing non-standardized data sources
prevents the organization from combining measure-
ments along the entire pipeline.

Quality is assured by applying a suite of over 500
quality rules to the PRIME2 dataset and it is possi-
ble to assure very high levels of compliance with those
rules. However, execution of the full rule set on over
50 million spatial objects can take days, even on cus-
tom high-end hardware. This does not pose a problem
when a regular flow of localised transactions is used to
update the PRIME2 model but when large-scale data
transformations must be carried out (for example for
schema updates or to fix systematic errors identified
in older releases) then the time required for a full data
quality re-assessment of the data is unsustainable. In
general, supporting a diversity of data quality tools is
important to the system.

Data is collected, maintained and consumed by in-
dividual departments within OSi, often with their own
tools or platforms that focus on specific vertical uses
for the data. In some cases, this feedback into the
pipeline with quality fixes or new requirements. Pro-
cess changes in earlier stages of data production can
often impact upstream activities. This distributed data
processing introduces challenges in discovering data
quality problems. Moreover, the data is often stored
in different formats or platforms in different depart-
ments so different quality metrics and tools must be
used. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to have
an end-to-end data quality portal visible to users across
the organisation.

Data quality assessment in OSi was instead a set
of independent data quality processes acting at points
along the pipeline (the blue diamonds in Fig. 1). This
depends on i) the rules-based 1Spatial 1Integrate data
quality assessment tool that periodically assesses the
entire PRIME2 relational dataset which is at the centre
of the pipeline ii) semi-automated techniques by do-
main experts or statistical techniques based on script-
ing or spreadsheets iii) manual inspection iv) spe-
cialised tools that only work on specialised datasets or
environments like the Luzzu quality assessment frame-
work for Linked Data. None of these tools except
Luzzu produce well-formed metrics [23] assigned to
specific quality dimensions that are suitable for aggre-
gation and analysis. A range of geospatial data quality
standards is used, depending on the intended consumer
of the quality information.

Frameworks such as the UN-GGIM publish a set of
advice for managing data quality and developing inte-
grated geospatial information systems at the national
and international level [43]. It is required to conform
to such standards for monitoring and reporting the data
at different levels. This provides assurances for OSi’s
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Fig. 1. OSi Geospatial Information Publishing Pipeline with Quality
Control Points

customers, helps inform appropriate uses for their data;
enables upward reporting to the Irish government, Eu-
ropean Commission and UN; enables more sophisti-
cated data quality monitoring within the organisation
and provides feedback to managers within OSi for
teams involved in data collection, modelling and trans-
formation. Over 600 staff will be impacted by the new
system and 10% of those staff will interact directly
with the system.

Through a series of internal workshops with stake-
holders the following requirements were identified:

– Req 1: Monitoring, analyzing and reporting of
end-to-end data quality in a unified way.

– Req 2: Ability to report quality in terms of a
range of data quality dimensions for different
stakeholders.

– Req 3: Ability to report on stakeholder-specified
subsets of the data across all stages of the data
pipeline.

– Req 4: Alignment of diverse data quality stan-
dards to provide a unified view of heterogeneous
data quality assessment results.

– Req 5: Ability to combine quality assessments
from diverse tools and data platforms at many
stages of the data production pipeline.

– Req 6: Provence or data lineage models to sup-
port back tracing or root cause analysis of the lo-
cation of errors occurring in the data.

– Req 7: Classification of the data to provide con-
textualization for statistical purposes.

3. Related Work

This study especially aims at providing a unified so-
lution for the enterprise quality pipelines which is eas-

ily solved by a semantic approach using an end-to-end
knowledge graph. To the best of our knowledge, this
has not been performed prior to this study.

3.1. International Data Quality Standards for
Geospatial Data

Data quality is described as “fitness for use". Data
quality assessment involves the measurement of qual-
ity dimensions and they are considered the character-
istics of a dataset [50]. Measurement of the quality
assessment is represented using data quality models.
Quality models are important for providing consistent
terminology and guidance for quality assessment and
are the basis for the evaluation of any product or ser-
vice [37]. Various standards aim at filling the gap for a
specific area e.g. software quality, geospatial data qual-
ity. Thus, a standard might not be able to meet all the
requirements needed by a data pipeline.

This section identifies, evaluates and compares a set
of relevant standards and recommendations for GLD
quality proposed by the OGC, ISO and W3C. This is
necessary as there are many standard ways to repre-
sent quality data and metadata. The ISO/TC 211 Geo-
graphic information/Geomatics committee defines ge-
ographic technology standards in the ISO 19000 series
[1], as well as, the OGC creates open geospatial stan-
dards. Both organizations have close connections such
that some documents prepared by OGC are adopted by
ISO or implemented by the collaboration of both par-
ties. The standards are evaluated in 3 main groups:

Geospatial datasets: ISO 19103, 19107, 19108,
19109, 19112, 19123, 19156 [1] are published to de-
scribe the data, in particular the schema, spatial ref-
erencing by geospatial data, and methods for repre-
senting geographical data and measurements. Old ISO
19113/19114/19138 are combined with 19157 data
quality standards. Thus, while ISO 8000 defines data
quality concepts and processes for generic information
systems, ISO 19157 and ISO 19158 provide more de-
tailed guidance on data quality practices for geospatial
data. ISO 19158 specifies metrics and measurements
for the evaluation of data quality elements at different
stages of the geospatial data lifecycle. It also defines
quality metric evaluation by using aggregation meth-
ods and thresholds. ISO 19157 defines a set of data
quality measures when evaluating and reporting data
quality of geospatial data.

Geospatial metadata: ISO 19111 and 19115 de-
scribe the metadata standards for geospatial data.
While ISO 19115 focuses on metadata for catalogu-
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Fig. 2. Classification of Data Quality Standards

ing and profiling purposes with the extensions for im-
agery and gridded data; ISO 19111 describes appro-
priate metadata for a Coordinate Reference System.

Geospatial Linked Data: There are three rele-
vant types of documents for data quality. i) ISO 19150
which guides high level ontology schema appropriate
for geospatial data and rules for using OWL-DL. ii)
OGC’s GeoSPARQL standard define a set of SPARQL
extension functions for geospatial data, a set of RIF
rules and a core RDF/OWL vocabulary for geographic
information based on the General Feature Model, Sim-
ple Features, Feature Geometry and SQL MM [36]. iii)
W3C has two documents, first the Data on the Web
Best Practices recommendation for improving the con-
sistency of data management and secondly the Spatial
Data On the Web working group note which comple-
ments the earlier recommendation but is specialized
for geospatial data.

There are many standard ways to represent quality
metadata proposed for managing quality data (Figure
2). This paper focuses on the 3 main quality standards
as well as W3C Best Practices to present quality re-
ports:

ISO 8000 10 defines characteristics of information and
data quality applicable to all types of data. The
document also provides methods to manage, mea-
sure and improve the quality of information and
data which can be used in conjunction with qual-
ity management systems. The standard has 3 main
categories namely semantic, syntactic and prag-
matic quality including 16 dimensions.

ISO 19157 11 is published to understand the concepts
of data quality related to geographic data includ-
ing data quality conformance levels in data prod-
uct specifications, schemas, evaluating and re-

10https://www.iso.org/standard/50798.html
11https://www.iso.org/standard/32575.html

porting data quality with geospatial focus. The
standard describes 6 dimensions to define the
quality of geospatial data.

ISO 25012 12 is one of the SQuaRE (Software product
Quality Requirements and Evaluation) series of
International Standards, which defines a general
data quality model for data retained in a struc-
tured format within a computer system. In this
study, we consider this standard as our main stan-
dard due to its high coverage of a wide range of
dimensions. The standard includes 17 dimensions
to describe generic data quality.

W3C Best Practices DQV [2] is described to publish
and usage of high quality data on the web. The
practice has 14 recommendations to provide data
quality information with published datasets. Za-
veri et al. [50] proposes 18 quality dimensions
spread into 4 categories for the Linked Data en-
vironment thus in the scope of this work we use
these categories and dimensions to sketch middle-
ware standard mappings.

3.2. Data Quality Tools for Geospatial Data

Several quality assessments of GLD have previously
been conducted [27, 30, 33] but one of them relies on
crowdsourced evaluations rather than automated met-
rics [27], another one provides a generic Linked Data
quality assessments of the data that is not specific to
geospatial concerns [30] and the other is tied to a cus-
tom ontology predating GLD standardisation [33]. In
contrast, there are not a large amount of dedicated
geospatial data quality tools implemented per se, espe-
cially for Linked Data. Existing tools are focused on
the traditional data and business products such as Ar-
cGis13, GeoToolkit14. The tools which are employed
in OSi data pipeline are 1Spatial 1Integrate and Luzzu
tools.

1Spatial 1Integrate15 is a tool which automates the
correction of invalid data by applying rules-based
data re-engineering tasks. Compliance of the data is
achieved by creating and managing multiple rule sets
for the datasets. Using rules-based automation, the tool
aims at ensuring the accuracy, inviolability and valid-

12https://www.iso.org/standard/35736.html
13https://www.esri.com/en-us/arcgis/products/

arcgis-data-reviewer/overview
14https://www.sinergise.com/en/solutions/gis-tools/

geo-toolkit-data-quality-tools
15https://1spatial.com/products/1integrate/
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ity of the data and that it is in the publishable state. The
1Integrate system performs over 200 rules on the rela-
tional data to ensure the compliance of the data with
model prerequisites and to maintain the consistency of
the data. The system produces statistical summaries, a
map view of the results or GIS files for the analysis of
the data. This tool has already been used in the OSi for
quality assessment of relational data.

Luzzu [14] is an open-source Java based Linked
Data quality assessment framework which allows users
to use custom quality metrics to produce quality based
statistics about the data. This is an interoperable tool
allowing ontology driven backend to produce machine
readable quality reports and metadata about the as-
sessment results. After the processor streams, all the
triples quality metadata is produced by provenance
information and problematic triples are described in
the problem report. The quality metadata is repre-
sented by domain independent daQ core ontology
based on W3C RDF Data Cube and PROV-O vocabu-
laries [16]. The data can be processed either from bulk
data or SPARQL endpoints. In practice, rules defini-
tions are expensive to develop and maintain. Luzzu
framework is useful as it generates self-describing plug
and play metrics and quality observations metadata.
Thus, Luzzu was chosen as a data quality tool in this
project.

Besides these tools, W3C standard Shapes Con-
straint Language16 (SHACL) is used to validate the
data against a set of conditions. SHACL models are
described in terms of restrictions on a graph speci-
fying which data graph nodes must adhere to which
shape. This is a general validation approach rather
than domain-specific quality assessment but it is also
another approach which could be applied to the as-
sessment of the data. However, this study investigates
domain-specific approaches rather than a generic ap-
proach.

3.3. R2RML

R2RML17[12] is a language to define mapping rules
from relational data to RDF data so that they can be
processed by a compliant mapping engine. It is a W3C
recommendation. The mappings and any metadata are
expressed in RDF. An R2RML mapping is written for
a particular database schema and target vocabulary e.g.
DQV, the W3C standard data quality vocabulary. A set

16https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
17https://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/

of mapping rules and a relational database or tabular
data in CSV (comma-separated value) format is used
as input to produce RDF data with the corresponding
schema. R2RML mappings refer to logical tables to
convert data from the given database, hence database
views or actual tables can be mapped to RDF. The re-
sult of the R2RML process is a graph representation
of the input database. Once a set of mapping rules is
written, data can be rapidly and reliably transformed
between relational and RDF formats. For example, the
Oracle Spatial and Graph database product can na-
tively load a set of R2RML rules into the database
to dynamically create an RDF view of the underlying
data.

There are number of open research tools for geospa-
tial data conversion from traditional data to Linked
Data such as Geometry2RDF18, TripleGeo19 [34],
GeoTriples20 [29] and Ontop-Spatial [4] which are
used either to materialize the geospatial data or cre-
ate an ontology-based database access (OBDA) over
traditional data. Moreover, there are other tools using
RML/R2RML approach to materialize the data such
as RML+FnO[13], FunMap[26] or Morph-KGC [3].
However, in this study R2RML-F tool 21 of Debruyne
et al. was used to produce Linked Data which allows
domain-specific data transformations – such as trans-
forming geospatial coordinates [18]. Also, it is impor-
tant to note that the focus of this study is not on creat-
ing a production pipeline but on a quality assessment
pipeline which may apply to any application.

3.4. Data Lineage for Geospatial Data

Data lineage can be used for data validation and ver-
ification as well as data auditing. These features are
proven to be practical for data governance and data
quality monitoring[21]. This subsection investigates
the data lineage approaches for geospatial data.

Chen et al. [8] define a domain-specific provenance
model and a tracking approach to represent and track
provenance information for remote sensing observa-
tions in a Sensor Web enabled environment. Closa et
al. [9] analyse the potential for representing geospa-
tial provenance in a distributed environment at the
three levels of granularity (dataset, feature and at-

18http://mayor2.dia.fi.upm.es/oeg-upm/index.php/en/
technologies/151-geometry2rdf

19https://github.com/GeoKnow/TripleGeo
20http://sourceforge.net/projects/geotriples/
21https://github.com/chrdebru/r2rml
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Fig. 3. Key Classes and Individuals for Unified Data Quality Graph

tribute levels) using ISO 19115 and W3C PROV-O
models. Another work by Closa et al. [10] presents a
provenance engine (PE) that captures and represents
provenance information using a combination of the
Web Processing Service (WPS) standard and the ISO
19115 geospatial lineage model. Di et al. [19] cap-
ture the provenance information in a standard lineage
model defined in ISO 19115:2003 and ISO 19115-
2:2009 standards (geographic metadata). Also, the au-
thors extend both workflow language and service in-
terface between provenance and geo-processing work-
flow by making it possible for the automatic capture of
provenance information in the geospatial web service
environment.

Sadiq et al. [39] present ontologies for land admin-
istration workflows in the spatial information life cy-
cle to determine records and allow access to prove-
nance information. Sun et al. [40] present an onto-
logical framework for geospatial data integration and
sharing called GeoDataOnt which is divided into three
compound modules: essential ontology, morphology
ontology, and provenance ontology. Yuan et al. [49]
propose to publish geospatial data provenance into the
Web of Data extending the Provenir ontology.

To the best of our knowledge, there are not any pro-
posals to catalogue the quality of data in an end-to-end
pipeline providing comparative results w.r.t. the differ-
ent standards.

4. Unified Data Quality Knowledge Graph

This section describes the data quality dimension
mapping-based method to create a unified data quality
graph of a data production pipeline.

4.1. Key Concepts

This approach is designed to enable data governance
by building a comprehensive metadata model [28] of
a data pipeline, its component datasets, data quality
metric observations made on those datasets and rel-
evant context. Tracking data quality issues through
the pipeline, for example, root cause analysis, requires
knowledge of the relationships between datasets, for
example, which data is generated from which data, in
the pipeline and a way to connect diverse quality ob-
servations about that data. Relationships can be cap-
tured in a data lineage model of the pipeline using the
W3C PROV-O ontology which is then linked to the
data quality metric observations.

Data quality metrics and observations exhibit diver-
sity in terms of definitions, tool reporting formats or
even availability for specific datasets as data is trans-
formed through the pipeline (e.g. a blank node count
makes no sense for a relational database representa-
tion of data). To span these differences in the metrics
and observations available for a specific dataset and
make them available for an end-to-end visualisation
or analysis it is usual to group metrics by consumer-
focused views of data quality called data quality di-
mensions [50], e.g. completeness. Thus all metrics
may be mapped to one or more data quality dimen-
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sions in a data quality model like daQ or DQV. We fol-
low the W3C Best Practices for Data on the Web [2]
by representing all data quality metric observations as
a data cube of metadata attached to a representation
of the dataset itself. In this way it is possible to mea-
sure a data quality dimension, for example, complete-
ness, of data as it gets transformed from dataset (dis-
tribution) to dataset (distribution) along a production
pipeline, e.g. from relational to graph, despite differ-
ent specific metrics being used to make the observa-
tions at different stages. It is a natural extension to this
W3C model to make a data pipeline stage dataset both
a DCAT Dataset and a PROV-OEntity to link the data
lineage and quality models.

Unfortunately, the definitions of data quality di-
mensions are not universally agreed. There are four
different international standards in use for specify-
ing geospatial (linked) data quality dimensions (see
Section 3) and different consumers and producers of
the quality observations have different preferences
for how their metric observations are classified. This
means that a comprehensive data quality model must
be able to map between these data quality represen-
tations in order to integrate them. This leads to the
need to develop a set of standard mappings between
the standards-based quality dimension families.

By bringing all these models together into a uni-
fied knowledge graph (Figure 3) it is possible to query
and analyse the data quality processes of the end-to-
end data pipeline consisting of an arbitrary number
of steps and with a large variety of tools or vendors.
The central component of a data pipeline model is the
pipeline stage dataset instance which is modelled as
both a dcat:Dataset and a prov:Entity. These
are connected to contextual information such as appli-
cable standards, classification schemes called themes
in geospatial data and quality metadata captured as a
data cube of observations for each metric. Each qual-
ity metric is assigned to at least one data quality di-
mension and the relationships (mappings) between the
dimensions in different quality models are explicitly
modelled too.

Since standards compliance is a key quality indi-
cator for geospatial datasets and there are a variety
of possible standards it is helpful to define a set of
standards-specific quality metrics for checking and re-
porting compliance. These are summarised below.

A layered technical architecture (Figure 4) is de-
fined to support end-to-end data quality for a data
pipeline. The lowest layer represents the data pipeline
itself. The first data quality governance layer (Data

Quality Monitoring) enables dataset quality monitor-
ing throughout the lifecycle of the data and as it moves
from the data store to the data store along the pipeline.
This monitoring is carried out by domain and dataset
appropriate data quality tools. Regardless of the out-
put format of a given tool, all metric observations
must be converted into a conforming RDF model for
integration into the unified quality knowledge graph.
This requires both syntactic and semantic conversion
(see below). This requires the creation of an uplift or
data transformation workflow using R2RML. All ob-
servations are eventually stored in the W3C data cube
model.

The second governance layer is where a unified
quality graph is generated. The quality measurement
results are integrated into the unified quality graph
based on their point of collection (a specific dataset) in
the data pipeline. This forms a linked quality and data
lineage graph. The assigned metric dimensions enable
comparison of data quality along the pipeline. The
standards data quality dimension mappings ensure that
data can be correctly interpreted, no matter what are
the preferred dimensions standards for the producers
or consumers. In some cases, additional metadata was
also added to provide provenance data in this layer, for
example, the name of the tool used to generate obser-
vations.

Finally, in the upper governance layer, the results
are visualized in an end-to-end data quality dashboard
for monitoring, analysis and generating reports based
on Sparql queries of the unified quality graph. This in-
tegrates data that never had a common basis for rep-
resentation before. The Linked Data design makes the
system modular and distributed.

4.2. Data Quality Assessment Uplift

Building a consistent unified data quality graph re-
quires that all data quality assessments be in the form
of metric observations that are assigned to at least one
data quality dimension and represented as RDF using
the daQ or DQV data quality vocabularies in a W3C
data cube. For Linked Data quality tools this can be
based on native RDF quality assessment reports pro-
duced by tools like Luzzu. Traditional data quality
tools are unlikely to produce RDF reports but their re-
ports can be uplifted, for example using R2RML or
scripting. This syntactic conversion is often not suffi-
cient. In practice, many rule-based data quality tools
do not produce metric-based data quality reports fol-
lowing the five design requirements for effective data
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Fig. 4. Technical Architecture for a Unified Quality Graph Supporting End to End Data Quality Views

quality metrics by Heinrich et al. [23], for example,
the use of bounded intervals for metrics. Instead, they
produce a simple (unbounded) count of rule failures
and a list of the dataset entities responsible for rule vi-
olations. Thus, we define here an approach to convert
these less easily consumed quality assessment outputs
into a unified data quality graph. There are two stages
to the process: first creating an RDF-based metric def-
inition using the daQ or DQV vocabularies [16] and
secondly creating a time series of valid metric obser-
vations as a W3C data cube that references the RDF-
based metric definition.

Listing 1: Example Metric Definition R2RML Map-
ping Rules for 1Spatial Quality Rule Logfile

<# T r i p l e s M a p F o r M e t r i c C l a s s >
r r : l o g i c a l T a b l e <# Class − V a l i d a t i o n R u l e −View> ;

r r : sub jec tMap [
r r : t e m p l a t e

" h t t p : / / d a t a . example . com / m e t r i c / {ORA_ERROR_ID} " ;
r r : c l a s s r d f s : C l a s s ;

] ;
r r : p r e d i c a t e O b j e c t M a p [

r r : p r e d i c a t e r d f s : l a b e l ;
r r : ob jec tMap [ r r : column "ORA_ERROR_ID" ] ;

] ;
r r : p r e d i c a t e O b j e c t M a p [

r r : p r e d i c a t e r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f ;
r r : ob jec tMap [ r r : c o n s t a n t daq : M e t r i c ] ;

] ;
r r : p r e d i c a t e O b j e c t M a p [

r r : p r e d i c a t e r d f s : comment ;
r r : ob jec tMap
[ r r : column "ERROR_DESCRIPTION" ] ;

] ;
r r : p r e d i c a t e O b j e c t M a p [

r r : p r e d i c a t e daq : expec t edDa taType ;
r r : ob jec tMap [ r r : c o n s t a n t xsd : double ] ;

] .

Stage 1: Metric Definition
Step i) Creation of metric names. A set of rule re-

sults will be grouped into a metric so it is necessary to
give the metric a name and to assign/generate an IRI
for it. As with Linked Data best practices, it is useful
to identify if a natural identifier e.g. a rule identifier
already exists and to reuse that within a suitable IRI
structure. A more complete description of the metric
will include the label, definition and perhaps expected
datatype id expressed in the daQ vocabulary.

Step ii) Assigning metrics to data quality dimen-
sions and categories. Each newly created metric must
be assigned to a specific data quality dimension as de-
fined by the desired data quality standard. This will of-
ten require consultation with domain experts and data
consumers since the data quality dimensions are de-
fined as user-oriented views of data quality. Express-
ing the dimension in an RDF model requires a set of
appropriate identifiers for the data quality dimensions
(see Section 4.3 for a set of ontologies).

Stage 2: Observation Uplift
Step iii) Conversion of Unbounded outputs into

bounded values supporting aggregation. The recom-
mended [23] bounded range is 0-1 for metric obser-
vations. This can be achieved by converting a set of
rule failures into a rate or a fraction of all the relevant
dataset entity instances for the rule. More formally, the
metric observation value mv is calculated as follows:

mv = 1.0− n f

nt

where n f = number of instances failing the rule and
nt = total number of instances in the dataset that the
rule is applicable to. Note that this step requires an
expressive mapping language that can express func-
tions (functions, function calls and parameter bind-
ings) during conversion. In our work the R2RML-F
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Listing 3
R2RML-F for Observation Conversion into Bounded Value

<# C a l c u l a t e V a l u e >
r r f : func t ionName " c a l c u l a t e V a l u e " ;
r r f : f u n c t i o n B o d y " " "

f u n c t i o n c a l c u l a t e V a l u e
( numIns t ances , t o t a l I n s t a n c e s )
{
r e t u r n 1 −( n u m I n s t a n c e s / t o t a l I n s t a n c e s ) ;
} " " " ;

tool22 was chosen due to its extension of R2RML’s vo-
cabulary with predicates for declaring executable func-
tions. Other semantic web tools also have this capabil-
ity and could be used instead.

Listing 2: Example Metric Definition Triples Produced
by R2RML Mapping

< h t t p : / / da ta . example . com / m e t r i c /13356ERROR>
a

< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema # Class >;
< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema #comment>

" A d j a c e n t p o i n t s i n a geomet ry a r e r e d u n d a n t " ;
< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema # l a b e l >

" 13356ERROR" ;
< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema # subClassOf >

< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# Metr ic > ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# expec tedDataType >

< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema# double > .

Step iv) Adding provenance metadata. For each met-
ric observation, it is possible to record metadata such
as the identity of the software tools used to generate the
observation or to specify the metric observation date
and time. The time is required for the creation of a time
series of observations in a W3C data cube. Depending
on the rule logs being processed this information can
be extracted from the file creation date metadata or is
recorded within the log file itself.

Processing a suitable rule-based output log for each
of the four steps above can be automated as part of the
data quality monitoring system.

Uplift Examples: The OSi PRIME2 spatial data is
periodically assessed using 186 quality rules by the
commercial 1Spatial 1Integrate data assessment tool.
This tool produces an output relational database for the
quality rules log.

The log can be processed with a set of R2RML map-
ping rules (see Listing 1 for an example) to produce
a set of metric definitions for the tests conducted by

22https://github.com/chrdebru/r2rml

the tool. Thus 186 specific metrics based on the 1Spa-
tial 1Integrate rules are generated in our case (see List-
ing 2 for an example). The 1Spatial 1Integrate tool did
not define dimensions and categories, so these met-
rics were manually mapped in the R2RML declaration
into 7 different quality dimensions and 2 categories
based on the ISO 19157 standard which is OSi’s pre-
ferred standard for collecting geospatial data quality
information. The quality observations are produced us-
ing the metric description extracted in the first stage.
A cube of observations is produced for each PRIME2
sub-dataset defined by spatial entity types (buildings,
foliage, ways, etc.) by extracting and calculating qual-
ity rule report instance values. In the 1Spatial 1Inte-
grate log database, the results are given in terms of the
number of failing instances and the number of total in-
stances. These are used with a R2RML-F function to
generate a bounded [0.0 - 1.0] value for all metrics (see
Listing 3).

In addition to external quality tools like 1Spatial
1Integrate, OSi uses Oracle’s Spatial & Graph plat-
form to perform integrated spatial analytic valida-
tion checks. This includes support for OGC validation
checks for spatial entities in the database. After run-
ning these functions on a dataset any validation errors
generated can also be converted into new metrics as
above.

This approach enables the previously siloed 1Spatial
1Integrate data assessment data and Oracle Spatial &
Graph OGC data validation data to be integrated with
the results of other quality assessment tools acting on
other parts of the data production pipeline. In the past,
their outputs were limited to being used for generating
human readable reports targeted at specific stakehold-
ers.

4.3. Alignment of Standards-based Data Quality
Dimensions

As explained above, different geospatial data quality
standards define diverse data quality dimensions with
overlapping definitions. Specific communities of con-
sumers of the unified data quality graph have different
preferred standards and hence it is necessary to have
a comprehensive method of converting between stan-
dard dimensions so that quality observations, no matter
how recorded, can be converted to the desired output.
Our approach is to formally model this background
knowledge in the unified quality graph so it is available
to applications.
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Listing 4
Example Observation Data Produced by Uplift Process

< h t t p : / / da ta . example . com / 1 s p a t i a l a s s e s s m e n t / o b s e r v a t i o n /13356ERROR−1−c>
a < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# O b s e r v a t i o n > ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq#computedOn>

< h t t p : / / o n t o l o g i e s . a d a p t c e n t r e . i e / d a t a s e t −h i e r a r c h y #BUILDING> ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# i s E s t i m a t e >

f a l s e ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# m e t r i c >

< h t t p : / / da ta . example . com / 1 s p a t i a l a s s e s s m e n t / m e t r i c /13356ERROR−i n s t a n c e > ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq# va lue >

0.9999997209017775 " ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . o rg / l i n k e d − d a t a / cube # d a t a S e t >

< h t t p : / / d a t a . example . com / 1 s p a t i a l a s s e s s m e n t / q u a l i t y − graph / > ;
< h t t p : / / p u r l . o rg / l i n k e d − d a t a / sdmx / 2 0 0 9 / d imens ion # t i m e P e r i o d >

" 31−JAN−20 0 0 : 0 0 : 0 0 " ;
< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / ns / p rov # g e n e r a t e d >

< h t t p : / / d a t a . example . com / 1 s p a t i a l a s s e s s m e n t / o b s e r v a t i o n /13356ERROR−1−c− p r o f i l i n g > ;
< h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / ns / p rov # wasGeneratedBy >

< h t t p : / / d a t a . example . com / 1 s p a t i a l a s s e s s m e n t / r 2 r m l c o n v e r t e r / > .

Listing 5
Correspondences Between Completeness Data Quality Dimensions in Standards

PREFIX i s o1 9 1 5 7 : < h t t p : / / d e f . i s o t c 2 1 1 . org / i s o 1 9 1 5 7 / 2 0 1 3 / D a t a Q u a l i t y _ 2 #> .
PREFIX i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i : < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i #> .
PREFIX i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i #> .
PREFIX owl : < h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl#> .
PREFIX daq : < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / daq#> .
PREFIX dqm : < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / dqm#> .

i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs dqm : Comple t enes s .
i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Complete .
i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Comple t enes s .
i s o 2 5 0 1 2 d q i : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o 1 9 1 57 : DQ_Completeness .
dqm : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Comple t enes s .
dqm : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o 1 9 1 5 7 : DQ_Completeness .
i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Complete r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f dqm : Comple t enes s .
i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Complete r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Comple t enes s .
i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Complete r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f i s o1 9 1 5 7 : DQ_Completeness .
i s o 8 0 0 0 d q i : Comple t enes s owl : sameAs i s o1 9 1 5 7 : DQ_Completeness .

This section describes the creation of a compre-
hensive set of 55 correspondences2 of all identified
data quality dimensions by defining a set of seman-
tic links between the data quality dimension concepts
defined in each standard. This includes those defined
by ISO/TC 211 (Geographic information/Geomatics)
in the ISO 19157 standard, ISO/TC 184 (Automation
systems and integration) in the ISO 8000 standard,
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7 (Software and systems engineer-
ing) in the ISO/IEC 25012 standard and the W3C Data
on the Web Best Practices working group note on the
data quality vocabulary. Our approach is an extension

of the 21 correspondences identified in the W3C Best
Practices specification between two sources of quality
dimensions (ISO/IEC 25012 and Zaveri et al.) [2, 41].

The steps followed to create these correspondences
were: i) identifying the quality standards relevant to
geospatial Linked Data ii) comparing the definitions
of data quality dimensions employed in different stan-
dards to discover the similarities or the differences be-
tween them. iii) consulting with geospatial data qual-
ity experts to validate a set of candidate mappings iv)
creating RDF models based on the daQ vocabulary
for the data quality dimensions of the ISO 8000 and
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Fig. 5. Semantic Web Vocabularies Aligned with Khatri and Brown’s
Data Governance Decision Domains [28]

ISO 25012 quality standards which lacked official on-
tologies23. v) creating the set of 55 RDF correspon-
dences between the standards using OWL, RDFS and
Open.vocab.org predicates and documenting them in
an open repository 2.

Step i) is addressed in the related work section. This
was in turn based on data quality generation and re-
porting use cases in OSi and common to any national
mapping agency. A wider set of data quality standards
have been addressed compared to earlier work. For ex-
ample, ISO 19157 is an important geospatial data qual-
ity standard that has not to our knowledge been con-
sidered by the Semantic Web community before.

Step ii) and iii) The standards document definitions
for data quality dimensions were assembled and ex-
amined. A set of candidate mappings were identified
and discussed in OSi internal workshops. Reports were
generated from the mappings and validated with end-
users. This was a complex, iterative process. In many
cases, the standards use the same or a similar term in
subtly different ways, leading to more complex map-
pings. For example, the standards descriptions of the
Completeness and Complete dimensions are given be-
low:

Completeness (ISO 25012) The degree to which sub-
ject data associated with an entity has values for
all expected attributes and related entity instances
in a specific context of use.

Complete (ISO 8000) Information is perceived to be
mapped completely to entities in the domain of
interest in a reliable 1:1 mapping.

23Some standardization bodies already implemented the RDF
models of their standards such as ISO 19157 (https://def.isotc211.
org/ontologies/iso19157/) or the W3C Data Quality Vocabulary
(https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dqv/)

This example shows that two different types of sys-
tem properties are described by the definitions even
though superficially the term names seem to be refer-
ring to the same concept. Hence an exact match is not
appropriate. In consultation with geospatial data qual-
ity experts, it was decided that for this specific ex-
ample the requirement for a 1:1 mapping of entities
in the Complete definition has a narrower definition
than Completeness which allows for other mappings
too. Thus, the rdfs:subClassOf logical relation
was used between these data quality dimensions in our
model.

Three types of correspondence relations were used
for the quality dimensions: the equality (concept uni-
fication) relationship owl:sameAs25, the similarity
relationship ov:similarTo26 and the inclusion re-
lationship rdfs:subClassOf27 (broader/narrower
concept) for complex correspondences. An example
correspondence would be represented in a triple like:
iso8000dqi:Complete rdfs:subClassOf
dqm:Completeness. This model was sufficiently
rich to enable aggregated metric observations to be
calculated for data quality dimensions along a data
pipeline despite different quality dimensions being
used to record the observations at different points in
the pipeline. A part of the mapping can be seen for
Completeness dimension in Listing 5.

Step iv) The daQ vocabulary was used to create a set
of instances describing the ISO 8000 and ISO 25012
data quality dimensions as no official ISO ontologies
exist for these standards2. This enabled the creation of
the RDF-based correspondences model as these con-
cepts could be used as subjects or objects of mappings.
It also enables the use of these definitions and labels
in user interfaces derived from the unified data quality
knowledge graph. A mapping is defined from daQ to
W3C DQV in the W3C data quality vocabulary speci-
fication.

Step v). Table 1 presents the comprehensive set of
mappings we developed between data quality dimen-
sions defined in the four relevant standards identi-
fied. In each row the bold dimension is the subject
of an RDF triple specifying the correspondence, the
triple predicate is defined in the mapping column, and
the object is defined in the non-bold column(s). The
ISO 25012 standard was employed as the main ob-
ject of mapping due to having the best overall cov-

25@prefix http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#
26@prefixhttp://open.vocab.org/terms#
27@prefix http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
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Table 1
Semantic Mapping of Standard Data Quality Dimensions.

Standard Defining the Data Quality Dimension
ISO 25012 ISO 19157 ISO 8000 W3C Linked Data24 Mapping Property

Semantic Syntactic Pragmatic

Completeness Completeness Completeness - - Completeness owl:sameAs

Completeness - - - Complete - rdfs:subClassOf

Consistency - Consistency - - Consistency owl:sameAs

Consistency Logical consistency - Entity integrity - - rdfs:subClassOf

Accuracy - Accuracy - - - owl:sameAs

Accuracy Positional accuracy - - - Semantic rdfs:subClassOf
Thematic accuracy Accuracy

Currentness - - - Timeliness owl:sameAs

Currentness Temporal quality - - - rdfs:subClassOf

Compliance - Compliance - - - owl:sameAs

Compliance - - Domain integrity - Representational rdfs:subClassOf
Referential int. Conciseness

User defined int.

Confidentiality - - - - Security rdfs:subClassOf

- - Secure Security owl:sameAs

Traceability - - - - Provenance rdfs:subClassOf

Traceability - - - - Trustworthiness ov:similarTo

Credibility - - - - Trustworthiness rdfs:subClassOf

Efficiency - - - - Performance owl:sameAs

Understandability - - - - Understandability owl:sameAs

Understandability - Versatility ov:similarTo

Availability - - - - Availability owl:sameAs

Accessible - - - Accessibility owl:sameAs

Accessible - - - - Interlinking ov:similarTo

Accessible - - - - Licensing ov:similarTo

Portability - - - - Interoperability ov:similarTo

- Usability element - - Useful - ov:similarTo

erage of the quality dimensions, thus the other stan-
dards were mainly mapped to this standard. Note that
6 dimensions are omitted from the table as they are
disjoint with all other definitions and have no corre-
spondences. These are: Flexible content and Flexible
layout from ISO 8000, Recoverability and Precision
from ISO 25012, and Relevancy and Interpretability
from Data on the Web Best Practices/Zaveri et al. For
the full set of correspondence triples please see the git
repository.

4.4. Data Pipeline Governance Metadata Model

In order to govern the data quality in an end-to-end
fashion it is necessary to have i) a consistent set of

data quality metric observation time series collected
along the pipeline (as discussed in the previous sub-
sections); ii) a model showing the topology of the
data pipeline itself i.e. the set of relationships between
those time series (a data lineage model), and iii) ad-
ditional context useful for analysis or reporting. If the
data pipeline was a physical system this combined
model would be known as a digital twin, since the data
pipeline contains many native digital elements it is col-
lectively known as the metadata (model) supporting
data governance.

In order to structure our conceptual model for the
governance metadata, it was created based on Khatri
and Brown’s set of data governance decision domains
i.e. data principles, data quality, data lifecycle, data ac-
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cess and metadata [28]. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the
Semantic Web community has provided standard mod-
els (ontologies or vocabularies) for many of the model
components required.

The core of the pipeline model is the set of DCAT
representations of the datasets at each stage in the
pipeline. Each dataset in the depiction may have mul-
tiple distributions and is typically generated from ear-
lier stages of the pipeline but has its own scope, pur-
pose and organisational focus. Each dataset definition
is an organising element within the metadata model
that can be used to link to additional metadata: qual-
ity observations, provenance (lineage), and context
like standardised data classifications (themes). Within
OSi, extensive use is made of the definition of sub-
datasets (using the dct:isPartOf property). This
allows for a richer understanding of the provenance of
different components of the dataset, storage of more
fine-grained quality metric observations and more fine
grained reporting. The usual basis for this sub-division
in OSi is in terms of spatial entity types (buildings,
ways, boundaries and so on) that are often the basis
of division of labour or reporting for OSi. The set of
all dataset descriptions forms a machine readable data
catalogue that enables dataset interoperability within
the organization itself and potentially externally.

A data lineage model was needed to define the rela-
tionships between the datasets and provide a basis for
end-to-end data quality monitoring. The W3C PROV-
O was used to provide a vocabulary for these rela-
tionships and all data pipeline datasets are also W3C
PROV-O Entities (prov:Entity). Thus the gover-
nance metadata captures the high-level structure of the
origin of data (at a dataset of origin level 28) and the
evolution of data over time, as well as, describing the
datasets and their relationships in the end-to-end data
quality pipeline. The links between the datasets allow
applications to show end-to-end quality and to help
trace quality errors back to their root cause.

Additional metadata describing summary geospa-
tial information on datasets is already supported by
both DCAT and the geoDCAT-AP 29 profile. This type
of metadata is useful for context and to have a high
level summary of the geospatial information covered
by the datasets, for example, to record the spatial cov-
erage of a dataset. Additional context is given by al-

28This is sometimes called business data lineage in contrast with
technical data lineage which records the correspondences between
individual data items in different data stores

29https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/good-practice/geodcat-ap

locating datasets to themes (classifications). The UN-
GGIM data themes are a special set of standard themes
particularly important for OSi data governance. OSi’s
quality reporting must be aligned with a set of prior-
ity national data themes, which are aligned to the glob-
ally endorsed UN-GGIM data themes. Including this
metadata for a dataset allows OSi to analyze and query
the observation data according to the main geospatial
themes and the stakeholders to visualize it according
to their requirements. The UN-GGIM data themes vo-
cabulary is created using the Simple Knowledge Orga-
nization System (SKOS) [32]. The details of the vo-
cabulary are described in our previous paper [48].

4.5. Data Lineage Model

An OSi business data lineage view of the OSi data
pipeline model focused on the Buildings theme (Fig.
6). The structure describes the datasets at each stage of
the OSi data pipeline (GMS [Sensor Data], PRIME2,
MRDS, and Linked Data) and illustrates the use of
subdatasets (Buildings, Core, etc.). The metadata in-
formation is described based on the W3C standards
DCAT, PROV-O, DQV and UN-GGIM data themes.
The DCAT properties dcat:hasTheme defines the
data theme(s), from the list provided in the UN-GGIM,
for each dataset and subdataset (Fig. 6 purple arrows),
respectively. The prov:wasDerivedFrom prop-
erty from the PROV-O ontology defines a dataset or
subdataset as the result of a derivation or transforma-
tion from a pre-existing source dataset or subdataset
(Fig. 6 orange arrow).

Listing 6 presents an entry in the data catalogue
created to manage the metadata describing the OSi
Data Production Pipeline. This snippet shows the
quality data (dqv:hasQualityMetadata), stan-
dardization data (dct:conformsTo), provenance
data (prov:wasDerivedFrom, dct:created,
dct:modified), data themes (dcat:theme) and
spatial aspect (dct:spatial) of the data in one
place using DCAT [11]. Providing a human readable
and easily searched data catalogue makes maintenance
of the Data Pipeline Governance Metadata Model eas-
ier, especially for non-technical users. It also provides
a more effective alternative than human-oriented data
catalogue efforts in the organisation and helps add
value to the data governance solution since this aspect
is not limited to data quality applications. In practice,
similar metadata is created for a range of dataset gran-
ularities and hierarchical layers of the data production
pipeline to support analysis of the query results at these
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Fig. 6. Data Lineage Illustrated in the OSparticularityi Pipeline Data Governance Metadata

Listing 6
Data Catalog Entry for the Data Pipeline Governance Metaddata

< h t t p : / / o n t o l o g i e s . a d a p t c e n t r e . i e / d a t a s e t −h i e r a r c h y # galway −b u i l d i n g −l i n k e d −data >
a d c a t : D a t a s e t ;
a prov : E n t i t y ;
p rov : wasDerivedFrom < h t t p : / / o n t o l o g i e s . a d a p t c e n t r e . i e / d a t a s e t −h i e r a r c h y # prime2 >;
dc : t i t l e " Linked D a t a s e t f o r Galway B u i l d i n g "@en ;
dc : d e s c r i p t i o n " Th i s i s a s u b s e t o f Linked D a t a s e t

c o v e r i n g t h e b u i l d i n g d a t a s e t from PRIME2 . "@en ;
d c t : c r e a t e d " 2019 −10 −26 " ^^ xsd : d a t e ;
d c t : m o d i f i e d " 2020 −09 −10 " ^^ xsd : d a t e ;
d c a t : theme < h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / unggim−data −themes # B u i l d i n g s −S e t t l e m e n t s > ,
< h t t p : / / p u r l . org / e i s / vocab / unggim−data −themes # Addres se s >;
dqv : h a s Q u a l i t y M e t a d a t a < h t t p s : / / w3id . org / l o d q u a t o r / r e s o u r c e /232 a−440a−b483 −2 f c b c f 6 5 2 d 5 b >;
d c a t : d i s t r i b u t i o n < h t t p : / / da ta . g e o h i v e . i e / dumps / b u i l d i n g / GALWAY_BUILDING_DATA_ITM . n3 >;
d c t : conformsTo < h t t p : / / www. o p e n g i s . n e t / d e f / c r s / EPSG/0 /2157 >;
d c t : conformsTo s t d : geoDCAT−AP ;
d c t : s p a t i a l [

d c a t : bbox "<gml : Enve lope srsName = \ " h t t p : / / www. o p e n g i s . n e t / d e f / c r s /OGC/ 1 . 3 / CRS84 \" >
<gml : lowerCorne r > −62.9951 −21.378367 </ gml : lowerCorner >
<gml : upperCorne r >55.813367 70 .620781 </ gml : upperCorne r > </ gml : Envelope >" ^^ gsp : g m l L i t e r a l ,

"POLYGON( ( − 6 2 . 9 9 5 1 7 0 . 6 2 0 7 8 1 , 5 5 . 8 1 3 3 6 7 7 0 . 6 2 0 7 8 1 , 5 5 . 8 1 3 3 6 7 −21.378367 , −62.9951
−21.378367 , −62.9951 7 0 . 6 2 0 7 8 1 ) ) " ^^ gsp : w k t L i t e r a l ] .

< h t t p : / / da ta . g e o h i v e . i e / dumps / b u i l d i n g / GALWAY_BUILDING_DATA_ITM . n3>
a d c a t : D i s t r i b u t i o n ;
dc : d e s c r i p t i o n "An n3 s e r i a l i z a t i o n o f f e e d o f Galway B u i l d i n g Data "@en ;
dc : mediaType " t e x t / n3 " ;
dc : l i c e n s e < h t t p : / / p u r l . o c l c . org / NET / r d f l i c e n s e / cc−by4 .0 > ;
d c t : conformsTo s t d : geoDCAT−AP ;
d c t : conformsTo < h t t p : / / www. o p e n g i s . n e t / d e f / c r s / EPSG/ 0 / 2 1 5 7 > .
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Table 2
New Geospatial Standards Conformance Quality Metrics

ID Metric Name Dimension Formula
CS-M1 Geometry Extension Property Check Completeness e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry)·

hasWKT(e) ∨ hasGML(e)}
CS-M2 Geometry Extension Object Consistency Check Completeness e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · hasCRS URI(e)

∧hasS patialDimension(e) ∧ hasWKT Literal(e))}
CS-M3 Geometry Classes and Properties Check Completeness e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · hasGeometry(e))}
CS-M4 Geometry Classes and Properties Check Completeness e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · hasDe f aultGeometry(e))}
CS-M5 Spatial Dimensions Existence Check Completeness e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · (isMultipolygon(e)

∨isPolygon(e) ∨ isLine(e) ∨ isPoint(e) ∨ isMultilinestring(e))}
I-M6 Links to Spatial Things (internal&external) Interlinking e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · hasS T(e))}
I-M7 Links to Spatial Things from popular repositories Interlinking e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry)

·(isDBpedia(e) ∨ isWikidata(e) ∨ isGeonames(e)))}
CY-M8 Polygon and Multipolygon Check Consistency e := {e|∀e ∈ class(geo : Geometry) · (hasClosedPolygon(e))}
T-M9 Freshness Check Timeliness f = (max(1 - c/v, 0))

levels. The visualisation of query results performed on
this piece of data is presented in Figure 8.

4.6. Geospatial Standards Conformance Quality
Metrics

Given the central role of standards for geospatial
data quality, the table given in this section summarises
a set of geospatial data quality metrics that can be used
to assess a dataset in terms of standards conformance.
The assessments include conformance to required or
recommended metadata, spatial reference systems and
geometry classes. In order to create these metrics, a
list of requirements was determined with the help and
feedback from the OSi data quality team. More details
are described in our previous papers [46, 47]. We sum-
marize the metric description and formulae in Table 2.
These metric computations are each computed as a rate
over the whole dataset as follows :

e∑
i=1

e(i)
size(e)

(1)

Completeness is the data quality dimension most of-
ten assessed by these new metrics. The source of these
metrics is new checks for conformance with the ISO,
OGC GeoSPARQL and W3C Best Practices for Spa-
tial Data on the Web standards.

4.7. End to End Quality Dashboard

A generic data quality dashboard was implemented
as a javascript web app to consume the data pipeline

governance metadata using SPARQL and to create and
store additional analysis metadata in the triplestore.
The dashboard consisted of four main views:

Data Pipeline Visualisation: By loading the data
lineage model of a data pipeline and aggregating qual-
ity metadata for the node this page displays a depic-
tion of the apex datasets (sub-datasets are not shown)
being monitored with a traffic-light style overview of
aggregated data quality in each pipeline node. The
traffic light colours (red, amber, green) displayed are
based on user-supplied threshold rules for each node.
The details of quality observation data can be viewed
by clicking on the node (see next). The pipeline page
serves as the dashboard’s home screen where configu-
ration details can also be set.

Node-based Quality View: This page displays a
more detailed node or dataset-centric view of dataset
quality. A time series of quality metric observations
aggregated into quality dimension evaluations is visu-
alised as a bar chart depicting past assessment results
compared to user-configured quality thresholds. Drill
down into the dimensions is supported by a new screen
that displays the dimension’s aggregated quality obser-
vation as well as a list of the metrics that have been
used to calculate it. Each metric displays a quality as-
sessment result, a success threshold, and a definition
of the metric from the unified quality graph.

End to End Data Quality Analysis: This page vi-
sualises the data quality of an end-to-end data pipeline
over time, as well as the dynamic conversion of
the view into unified quality dimensions along the
pipeline: both ISO 19157 and W3C Linked Data qual-
ity dimensions are currently supported. A time series
view enables a user to see how these quality dimen-
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Fig. 7. End to end Dashboard for Data Quality Analysis. Showing data lineage information over time according to the W3C Linked Data Quality
Model. An ISO 19157 view of data quality can be displayed by changing the "dimension Standard" toggle switch.

Fig. 8. End-to-End Dashboard Reporting.

sions have changed over time. The data quality anal-
ysis page in Fig. 7 is divided into three parts: a bar
chart depicting the aggregated data quality over time of
the pipeline nodes, a second bar chart depicting user-
selected quality dimensions of the pipeline nodes, and
a navigation bar on the left with a toggle for changing
the quality standards view and checkboxes for select-
ing specific quality dimensions. This enables a user to

explore the end-to-end behaviour of either individual
or groups of quality dimensions.

Report Generation: A key function of data qual-
ity governance is to ensure efficient and accurate com-
munication about data quality issues and progress
throughout the organisation. By consulting with stake-
holders a set of quality reports was identified. The re-
port generation page (see Fig. 8 ) supports dynamic vi-
sual SPARQL query building and output into a tabular
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format which can be downloaded and plotted as de-
sired. Dataset and sub-dataset selection is an important
feature as most quality reporting is based on specific
organisational functions which map onto data themes
(classifications) or spatial entity types. The report page
has extensive interactive filters on the left side of the
page that enables the user to navigate the data lineage
model. The datasets or sub-datasets currently selected
are displayed on the right of the dashboard panel based
on the left-hand filter selections. Querying the data cat-
alogue included in the unified data quality model un-
derlies this functionality. Once datasets are selected, a
tabular report is generated of end-to-end dataset sta-
tus and where data quality issues occur in the process.
Blue filters show data quality dimensions, yellow fil-
ters report on data standards compliance and red filters
select based on data lineage or theme classification.

5. Evaluation

This section describes data governance maturity as-
sessment in Section 5.1 followed by the usability eval-
uation of the defined metrics in Section 5.2 and design
evaluation of uplifted and new metrics in Section 5.3.

5.1. Data Governance Maturity Assessment

Prior to starting the work described here a base-
line study of the DAMA DMBoK [24] data manage-
ment capability areas (Data Governance, Data Archi-
tecture, Data Modelling and Design, Data Storage and
Operations, Data Security, Data Integration and Inter-
operability, Document and Content Management, Ref-
erence and Master Data, Data Warehousing and BI,
Metadata, and Data Quality) was conducted in OSi via
a series of workshops and a Data Management Matu-
rity Assessment survey for OSi staff (37 questionnaires
returned). Reporting was based on the 5-level DAMA
maturity assessment scoring scale. Data quality, as a
core OSi activity, scored well in this process at mid-
way between level 2 (defined) and level 3 (repeatable).
However, the workshops focused on setting future tar-
get levels and identified data quality as a medium term
(3-year) target for very significant improvement to ma-
turity level 5 (optimised) within the organisation. Un-
der the DAMA maturity model, this required the cre-
ation of scalable processes and tools for data quality, a
reduction in manual processes, more predictable data
quality outcomes and support for Centralised planning
and governance. The key requirements to achieve this
level under the DAMA maturity model are:

– Scalable processes and tools for data quality
(Level 3)

– Reduction in manual processes (Level 3)
– More predictable data quality outcomes (Level 3)
– Centralised planning and governance (Level 4/5)
– Data management performance metrics (Level

4/5)
– Measurable improvements in data quality (Level

4/5)

The difference between a level 4 and 5 maturity as-
sessment depends on the extent to which the specified
capabilities have been implemented. ISO 33020 [25]
provides a process assessment framework based on the
evaluation of specific process artefacts, outcomes and
documentation.

The technical goals set to achieve these process im-
provements were as follows:

– Creation of data catalogues for OSi data products
– Creation of an enterprise data flow model
– Define data quality dimensions and relevant stan-

dards
– Measure and monitor quality throughout the

pipeline
– Integrate the results of existing quality tools
– Create a unified data quality portal

For most technical goals there were existing point so-
lutions in place within OSi and it is these that are com-
pared to the LinkedDataOps approach described in this
paper. For each We follow the process measurement
framework specified by ISO/IEC 33020 [25] where
a process attribute rating is a judgement of the pro-
cess attribute’s achievement level. The ordinal scale for
measuring process attributes has the following ratings:
N (not achieved), P (partially achieved), L (largely
achieved) and F (fully achieved). When scoring a pro-
cess the maximum capability level achieved must have
all lower levels fully achieved (F) and the maximum
level must be at least largely achieved. See Table 3
for the results of a capability assessment carried out
on both OSi’s Linked Data Ops deployment and the
baseline processes and tools. As can be seen from the
table the baseline situation had two areas where pro-
cess implementation was incomplete (scoring 0): re-
duced manual processes and centralised governance of
data quality. In contrast, the OSi Linked Data Ops de-
ployment achieved a process capability level of "pre-
dictable" (score 4) in all areas with partial gains al-
ready achieved in terms of supporting further process
innovation. Thus in terms of the DAMA maturity as-
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Table 3
ISO 33020 Processes Maturity Assessment of OSi Linked Data Ops (LDops) vs OSi Baseline Data Quality processes (N=not achieved,
P=partially achieved, L=largely achieved, F= fully achieved). A score of at least L is required to achieve a capability level. Highest score is bold.

Assessed ISO 33020 Process Capability Level

Maturity Requirement System Incomplete Performed Managed Defined Predictable Innovating
Scalable data quality proc. LDops F F F F F P

Baseline F P F P P N

Reduced manual processes LDops F F F F F P
Baseline F P N N N N

More predictable quality LDops F F F F F P
Baseline F L P N N N

Centralised governance LDops L L L L L P
Baseline F P N N N N

Data management perf. metrics LDops F F F F L P
Baseline F L L L P N

Meas. quality improvements LDops F F F L L P
Baseline F F L P P P

sessment requirements, the Linked Data Ops approach
is determined to have achieved level 4 data quality gov-
ernance maturity. The areas of greatest improvement
were in "reduction of manual processes" and enabling
"centralised governance". The lowest impact was in
"measurable data quality improvements" as this was
already relatively mature and it is a topic for future
work to address quality error root cause analysis and
data cleansing.

The contrasting features of the Linked Data Ops
approach that made such a difference in the assess-
ment were the semantic integration of data catalogues,
data lineage and data quality assessment results into
a single unified graph. This contrasted with the base-
line approach of i) non-machine readable data cata-
logues based on Confluence wiki pages, ii) propri-
etary enterprise data flow diagrams formats suitable
for siloed consumption rather than deployment in a
toolchain, and iii) tool-specific data quality assessment
repositories associated with particular parts of the data
pipeline. In addition, the definition of unified quality
models and diverse report-oriented classification meta-
data in our model allowed for a wide range of reports to
be generated from a common knowledge graph. This
increased visibility to stakeholders.

5.2. Usability Evaluation of Dashboard

The end to end quality dashboard (see Section 4.7)
was the main way for most internal stakeholders to
interact with the unified data quality graph and this
introduced many new concepts and features for OSi

Table 4
Additional Usability Questions. All answers were on a 5-point Likert
scale from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree.

11. The dashboard shows data quality in a more understandable
way than the 1Spatial data quality results.
12. It would be easier to generate data quality reports using the
Dashboard than my current method (if any).
13. It would be easier to track changes to data using the Dashboard.
14. My organization would benefit from using the Dashboard.
15. Using Dashboard reports would increase the standards
conformance of OSi data in the future.

staff. Despite being developed iteratively with feed-
back from the OSi data quality team, it was important
to evaluate the system with all stakeholders. Ethical
approval for the workshop data collection and ques-
tionnaire was sought and has been approved by the
Dublin City University (DCU) Research Ethics Com-
mittee (reference: DCUREC/2021/098)

In March 2021, a demo and usability workshop
was organised with 24 attendees including represen-
tatives from all the potential users from the Geospa-
tial Services division of OSi: the cartography team,
(data) products team, business and marketing team.
The workshop included demos and open discussions
of the dashboard features and potential impact. Key
comments are listed in Table 5. Several new features
were requested including map-based visualisations of
quality reports and map-based selection of geospatial
entities for the focus of a quality report.

As part of the workshop an online questionnaire
form was created to measure the System Usability
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Table 5
Usability Workshop Stakeholder Comments

Being able to visualise reporting on a map basis by annual quarter is a desirable feature
Traditionally OSi data has been used for mapping, need to know when it is conformant to different standards for decision making applications
There is an opportunity for this work to feed into the customer action plan
Good to have clickable links on the causes of quality failures
Most current business plans depend on effective communication of quality and this tool helps with that
Quality processes and reporting are integral to the national mapping agreement and it is great to see it so well done.
We are keen to integrate our department’s CSV-based quality reporting

Fig. 9. Mean SUS Scores for each usability question

Scale (SUS) [5] score for the End-to-end Data Qual-
ity Dashboard. This questionnaire was carried out af-
ter users gained some experience with the OSi end-
to-end data quality dashboard and they were asked to
fill in the ten standard questions of the SUS question-
naire and a set of additional feature-oriented questions
which are listed in Table 4. The SUS questionnaire
mean values are illustrated in Figure 9. The overall
SUS score achieved was 76 which places the Dash-
board as B-grade usability under the SUS scale. This is
a good result since most of the users had never seen the
Dashboard before and it introduced new concepts. In
terms of the feature-oriented questions (Table 4): 80%
of respondents agreed the dashboard reports would in-
crease the standards conformance of OSi data, 60%
of respondents agreed the Dashboard was more under-
standable than the 1Spatial results, that it would be eas-
ier to generate reports using the dashboard and their
organisation would benefit from using it. Only 20% of
respondents agreed it would be easier to track changes
to data using the dashboard. These results are promis-
ing and especially given the project focus on provid-

ing new standards conformance reporting metrics were
seen to have an impact.

5.3. Design Evaluation of Uplifted and New Metrics

Heinrich et al. [23] have defined a set of five design
requirements for effective data quality metrics for both
decision making under uncertainty and economically
oriented data quality management. This section evalu-
ates the original 1Spatial 1Integrate quality rules out-
put (1Spt column), our uplifted 1Spatial Metrics (Up-
lift column) and our new geospatial standards com-
pliance metrics against these five requirements (sum-
marised in Table 7). The requirements of Heinrich et
al. and our analysis of compliance are summarised as:

Existence of minimum and maximum metric val-
ues (MR1): Data quality metrics should take values
only within a specified range. The minimum values
should represent the poorest data quality and the maxi-
mum representing the highest data quality. Each value
within the range should represent different data quality
levels. Assessment: With the exception of the original
1Spatial 1 Integrate output (1Spt column), all our met-
rics are defined over the bounded interval [0-1] rep-
resenting gradually increasing quality levels and thus
fulfilling this requirement.

Interval-scaled metric values (MR2): The data
quality metric must represent the computation results
as interval-scaled or ratio-scaled values. This avoids
metrics with arbitrary scales such as poor, good, or
best. Assessment: Metric values (except for T-M9 and
1Spt) are interval scaled, the impact of a data quality
improvement measure can thus be assessed precisely.

Quality of the Configuration Parameters and the
Determination of the Metric Values (MR3): The
scientific quality criteria (i.e., objectivity, reliability,
and validity) must be satisfied by any metric configu-
ration parameters. Assessment: The provided metrics
have formal, mathematical formulae for calculating the
scores that allow for an objective and reliable determi-
nation based on defined data quality dimensions (com-
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Table 6
Dataset Summary

Dataset #Triple Size Languages Coordinate System CRS
OSi 1936763 274M EN,GA GEOsparql, Open Vocab, RDF, RDFS, OSi IRENET95 / ITM

OS UK 64641 224.1M EN RDF, RDFS, OS UK WGS 84

LinkedGeoData 464193 1.5G EN,Various NeoGeo, RDF, RDFS, LinkedGeoData WGS 84

Greece LD 24583 183M EN,GR RDF, RDFS,Greece LD WGS 84

Table 7
Heinrich et al. Metric Requirement Testing Results (Y=complies, P=partial, N=does not comply)

Metric Requirement CS-M1 CS-M2 CS-M3 CS-M4 CS-M5 I-M6 I-M7 CY-M8 T-M9 1Spt Uplift
Min. & max. values (MR1) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

Interval-scale (MR2) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

Scientific criteria (MR3) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P Y Y

Sound aggregation (MR4) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y

Economic efficiency (MR5) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y P Y Y

pleteness, consistency, interlinking). All metrics ful-
fil this except for: T-M9 as it is not possible to deter-
mine a single fixed value for the configuration param-
eter "shelf life" of the metric.

Sound Aggregation of the Metric Values (MR4):
A data quality metric must be applicable to single
data values as well as to sets of data values. The met-
ric should be performed in different levels of data
with consistent aggregation values. Assessment: In all
cases, we propose normalised metrics that are scaled to
the number of triples or geospatial terms they assess.
Thus this requirement is satisfied. The original 1Spa-
tial 1 Integrate output (1Spt column) does not fulfil this
property as the results are not scaled to the dataset,
This is fixed for our uplifted versions.

Economic Efficiency of the Metric (MR5): This
requirement addresses the metric’s utility from an eco-
nomic perspective. Application of the data quality
metric should provide a cost-beneficial effect on the
business, thus computation time should not be ex-
cessive. The metric should support effective decision
making.Assessment: All of the metrics can be calcu-
lated with mathematical formulations automatizing the
computations in an effective way at a low cost. They
have proved effective for decision making in OSi. All
the metrics fulfil this requirement except T-M9 since
it depends on knowledge of the dataset creation date,
which is not always available.

6. Lessons Learned

The ADAPT Centre developed this work over two
years of collaboration with the Geospatial Services,
Data Governance & Quality department in OSi and
knowledge exchange was a key outcome. This was fa-
cilitated by quarterly workshops with senior stakehold-
ers as well as regular weekly meetings between the de-
sign and implementation teams. Key lessons learned
from the deployment of semantic web technologies
and standards for the creation of metadata supporting
unified data quality governance of a complex data pro-
duction pipeline are described below.

Despite the rapid advances in general purpose
Linked Data metrics in the last decade [15, 38, 50], do-
main and application specific metrics are often needed
to complement generic metrics to get a full picture of
quality in a specific data production pipeline. For ex-
ample, in our case, OSi needed additional geospatial
conformance standards metrics and uplifted metrics
based on domain-specific rules.

If the domain and application specific metrics are
not defined effectively, they can lead to poor decisions
and economic losses. The effective design depends on
applying best practice [23] for metrics so that rather
than being local measures of quality they can form part
of a quality system and support combination with other
metrics.

Data quality dimensions provide an important mech-
anism for unifying heterogeneous metrics into a sin-
gle measurement system. This is an excellent way
to provide visibility of quality along a data pipeline
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with multiple storages and representation technolo-
gies as measurements from diverse quality tools can
be mapped into a single model. However, most pre-
vious work, e.g. Zaveri et al. [50] has assumed a sin-
gle model of data quality dimensions and this is in-
sufficient in modern data production systems as they
span multiple domains which had previously indepen-
dent data quality dimension models. Thus dimension
mappings are required for more flexibility.

It was seen that the capability to dynamically ex-
hibit the same quality data from the perspectives of
many quality standards was particularly well received
by system stakeholders (see Section 5.2). This was sig-
nificant as at the beginning of this study it was not
known which quality standards were the most impor-
tant and this will vary as more stakeholders and use
cases are added.

OSi gained three significant advantages by creat-
ing and classifying metrics based on 1Spatial rule-
based data validation into the ISO 19157 data qual-
ity framework as part of our uplift process (Section
4.2) as follows: i) they were previously limited to re-
viewing the raw outputs of validation rules, which was
difficult to track over time for trends due to the lack
of normalised reporting; ii) mapping to common di-
mensions was necessary to ensure quality traceability
along the data pipeline, and iii) ISO 19157 defines the
preferred reporting framework for the OSi geospatial
services department but was not natively supported by
the 1Spatial 1Integrate tool.

Despite the broad adoption of Linked Data, tradi-
tional standards bodies like the ISO are still transi-
tioning to providing official ontologies documenting
their work. For example, the ISO/TC 211 committee
specifies methods, tools and services for geographic
data management and has a continuous effort to cre-
ate and publish Linked Data about their standards and
the concepts therein, whereas other ISO committees do
not have any initiative for this. This creates a formal
knowledge gap that can be filled by local initiatives
like our model of ISO 25012 quality dimensions but
the community would be better served by having offi-
cial representations. This does show that there is great
potential for further semantic modelling of standards,
even if ontologies are not a core data transfer mecha-
nism used within the standard itself.

The Semantic Web approach to building metadata
supporting data governance enabled rich data fusion
across different organisational contexts into a unified
data governance system without requiring any loss to
the underlying data. The Semantic Web community

has already standardised many core vocabularies and
ontologies for the types of metadata required to de-
scribe a data ecosystem (see Section 4.4). These are all
easily combined and provide standards-based mecha-
nisms for data platform and data governance vendors
that are currently under-exploited in the marketplace.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This research investigated how a uniform semantic
information space for data quality measures may be
created and then used to give end-to-end views of data
quality along a data production pipeline from disparate
quality assessment instruments. Semantic Web meth-
ods and tools showed themselves to be effective at data
fusion and model building (as expected) but we also
showed that the Semantic Web community has already
standardised the core set of vocabularies for building
data quality governance metadata (Section 4.4), a key
current area of economic and technological develop-
ment that is not often exploited by practitioners. Our
approach relies on the DCAT, PROV-O and daQ spec-
ifications by the W3C.

In order to uplift data quality metric observations
from rule-based quality tools and local scripts, it was
necessary to define an uplift process that included met-
ric naming, data quality dimension assignment, con-
version of unbounded results to bounded normalised
ranges and syntactic conversion to RDF (Section 4.2).
Our implementation used R2RML-F but other ap-
proaches are valid. Given the diversity of the data qual-
ity tools and stakeholder communities, it was neces-
sary to define a set of formal mappings between four
standard models of data quality (Section 4.3). The uni-
fied quality graph created allowed us to present the
heterogeneous data with different formats and assess-
ments of different tools to be presented in a homoge-
neous way (Section 4). Stakeholders identified stan-
dards compliance reporting for geospatial data as a gap
in current Geospatial Linked Data metrics and a set of
new metrics were defined (Section 3.1). A web-based
dashboard was designed and implemented to visual-
ize the quality analysis and changes through time (Sec-
tion 4.7). The dashboard received strong validation
from stakeholders and scored 76 (B-class) SUS usabil-
ity (see Section 5.2). Overall the program to increase
the data quality governance capabilities was successful
with an ISO 33020 process evaluation showing an im-
provement from Managed Data Quality to Predictable
Data Quality and the use of Semantic Web technol-
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ogy contributed to that success, especially in the areas
of reduced reliance on manual processes and enabling
centralised data quality governance by delivering end
to end monitoring (Section 5.1).

This work has provided a reusable approach to
building data quality governance metadata for data
production pipelines, a domain expert-validated set of
55 data quality dimension correspondences, daQ mod-
els of data quality standards, a process for rules-based
data quality output uplift into metric observations ca-
pable of aggregation, open source implementations of
9 new geospatial linked data standards conformance
metrics, and an open source data quality dashboard
prototype

In future work, we will expand the data quality
model to include FAIR principles, and data value di-
mensions, and include R2RML mappings support for
the uplift of quality metric observations from more
quality tools.
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